
"roadside experiments in verticality."                                                     Jocelyn Beausire 

I started late. Past noon or something like that, and I was aiming for ten. Headed east but my
maps app took me the wrong way, ended up having to u-turn in Beacon hill, still in Seattle,
dog already crying, trying to open a bottled water between my knees. We traveled southeast
for four days. A linear distance of four days. A vertical distance of, rest stops and motel
parking lots and a field in Eastern Oregon at night where everything was soft purple and we
pulled over with hazards to squat pee into the soil. A vertical distance of, seven young guys
with long hair and hoodies down by the dried out creek. A vertical distance of, two Nevada
brothels with flashing lights and no one else at home. A vertical distance of, innumerable
cigarette butts. A vertical distance of, yelling, pleading, crying, pulling. A vertical distance of,
puppy snores and classic rock on 96.9 the eagle. A vertical distance of, truck overheating on
the incline, is the gauge even working. A vertical distance of, a full packet of tuna fish on the
ground outside a Sinclair station. || As I drove, I picked up the verticals. I pulled them up like
the field and tucked them behind the driver’s seat, where they looked out the back window.
There is something reflective about them, something about them always pointing and pulling
to their origin. Who do they belong to and what would they want me to do with it, and is this
action wrong, is taking a kind of stealing, and what if they came back and noticed I had taken
it, or would they have assumed enough time had gone past that it isn’t worth checking
anyways. They buy a new one, after all, it’s disposable. “You won’t miss it.” || The objects
mark moments on my current trajectory, and moments on the past trajectories of others. They
mark a moment of loss for someone, or of absent-mindedness, or of uncaring, each marked
with action -- a toss, a drop, a throw, a laying-down, tuck-in, there-there. They are also marks
of insignificance, incidental encounters that occurred after their placement, but before their
finding, mine. Driving over them, picking at them, dropping them, dragging them, stepping,
chewing, the wind taking them. Leaves marks most times but not all. The future of these I
was now denying by denaturing, decontextualizing, come along now (how could I). || Don’t
let me see where they came from, I don’t want to know || My truck is full and filling of
pieces and goddamn it why are no post offices open on weekends, goddamn it where the hell
am I and this is beginning to feel like a burden, the dog is crying again I am awful to her, how
will I ever be a real mother, should I. “Let us identify linearity as the determination of some
characteristic(s) of music in accordance with implications that arise from earlier events in
the piece. Thus linearity is processive. Nonlinearity, on the other hand, is nonprocessive. It is
the determination of some characteristic(s) of music in accordance with implications that
arise from principles or tendencies governing an entire piece or section. Let us also identify
linear time as the temporal continuum created by a succession [of] events in which earlier
events imply later ones and later ones are consequences of earlier ones. Nonlinear time is the
temporal continuum that results from principles permanently governing a section or
piece” (A).  || In going I gained some knowledge of leaving. I gained a passing familiarity
with place. I had no time to really dig my feet in, just the tips of my fingers into the dirt
around a beer can left to rust. These were not only objects I was pulling up, but histories and
people who had put their feet where my feet and maybe not even noticed the place, maybe
were preoccupied when they left, I’m leaving plenty of answers open. How can I presume to
know the source when I don’t know what my purpose is in the place, I am for sure an
outsider. The gas station attendants make sure to let me know, I am a passer-through, not
from anywhere they would really want to know of. Hard to know if what I’m gathering is
from the place, or from another person on a trajectory through, I guess I’m projecting a kind
of former stillness. “They look like they’ve been there a while.” || I asked for it, it was sent
to me, it is mine || All are trajectories, just a matter of speed and angle. I know I am probably
dropping things along the way, the amount of times I have to re-close my doors on off-ramps
because the truck doesn’t register them as closed. Reaching across and slamming and trying
to keep my foot on the brake, probably things are shaken loose then. Probably a few receipts
at least. “Here I am, (I) come. He will not have been (a) present but he will have made a gift
by not disappearing without leaving a trace. But leaving the trace is also to leave it, to
abandon it, not to insist upon it in a sign. It is to efface it... The word “leave” in the locution
“leave a trace” now seems to be charged with the whole enigma. It would no longer
announce itself starting from anything other than the trace, and especially not from a letting-
be. Unless letting-be be understood otherwise, following the sign the trace makes to it where
it is allowed to be effaced.” (B). || “This trace is the opening of exteriority in general, the
enigmatic relationship of the living to its other and of an inside to an outside: spacing. The
outside, “spatial” and “objective” exteriority which we believe we know as the most familiar
thing in the world, as familiarity itself, would not appear without the gramme, without
difference as temporalization, without the nonpresence of the other inscribed within the
meaning of the present, without the relation to death as the concrete structure of the living
present...The presence-absence of the trace…” (C).  || A grey sunrise, long underwear and a
hooded jacket, spent slamming motel doors and feeling my pocket for the keys. Don’t leave
or lose them, I won’t get up to give you a new one, says Sharon, The. Leaving of the self is
the arrival of the dissociated object, the connection of it with a static place. Embed and leave
a non-sign self for future interaction, if any, after all they won’t really know you. When I got
to the post office the woman stared through me and I had to wave to be recognized as fully-
human. “I’m here to drop something off.” A bin of unlabeled mail, my truck is full of
envelopes and it feels precarious when they are empty and anxious when they are full. || Who
the body of the body-object was, who the presence of the presence-absence was, what a
beautiful type of distance to roll around in. By picking each thing up, I end this previous
association and begin a new one, shift ownership. “I’m here to take over.” Am I trying to
belong to these places, or mark my power over them by making marks, empty crusted spots
in sand where I pried something loose. The act of taking exposes the false belonging of the
taker, because they have to take it somewhere else. Taken objects, as traces, have an extra
weight to them. My truck moved more and more slowly up hills, or was I just imagining it.
Flooring the gas in fourth, jeez, it should be doing something. The piece in itself, in its form,
reflects on its source. A vector arrow backward down a hill. But the decision to take, to
negate the opportunity of future interactions of that object in that place, to redirect and
attempt to control the object’s relationships, to decontextualize and in doing so make
precious, to make a mark on this place, to want, to steal, to own, this reflects not on the
source or the object but on the taker. The new presence, the new body, for the object to relate.
With ownership comes implication. ||  We hurry to get the mail in the morning. || The
presence-absence of myself and these objects, of the source and these objects, of the recipient
and these objects. We only care about the object in relation to our many selves - past, present,
future. Which self was the source? In and of its(object), it is just a piece, incomplete, floating
in interstitial space. We treat it as a keyhole, we are nosy but also desiring and in a way, we
like that this has given us a relationship to that person, something we share (they don’t know
it, but we know it, all the better, I like to look at them when they can’t see me). “this internal
object depends for its qualities on the existence and aliveness and behavior of the external
object … a state of being in relation to the mother as something outside and separate.” (D) ||
“The objet a is something from which the subject, in order to constitute itself, has separated
itself off as organ. This serves as a symbol of the lack...It must, therefore, be an object that is,
firstly, separable and, secondly, that has some relation to the lack.” (E). || “A mother is a
continuous separation, a division of the very flesh” (F) || Sometimes I hold it/her and I want
to destroy. I want it to hurt. I can feel in me the want of something more, a real mother. I want
something cleaved and cut from within me, to bear. On gravel, in the mountains at night after
the engine overheated and I saw that an orange peel dropped, luckily I’d already eaten the
inside. I want to fill myself. I want to own it, I want to see myself waving in the mirror. “Well
done now that’s not a waste of space.” I think maybe I would come to selfhood, more than
she. How fucked. My subject-object relationship is essential(list)ly maternal, if I am as
regressive as I seem. If maternalism is not a process, an attitude, a “doing,” if it is painted as
static, on a wall, if I say “this is how and why she is” and deny its inherent undoing, its
inherent rebuilding of a relational self, if it is seen only as a linear process and not also
vertical. If we don’t recognize our own mothers as verticals, spots in the soil. If I own, if I am
subject to their object, the presence to their absence, I am mother to the things I take. I must
care for them, they are to be carefully tucked away, into packages, and sent, and received, and
cared for, and questioned, and this is the new life I am giving them and I am proud of it, or
am I, or does it hurt. || I set on a shelf to open at a later time  || “1. Engagements in
maternal practices as, in a sense, ‘queer’: as both the same as and other than the other, as
in-relation with and separate from. 2. Desubjugations of maternal forms of subjectivity
through engagements in maternal relations regardless of one’s categorical positionality. 3.
Proliferations of maternal practices, forms of subjectivity, and ethics, into self-other relations
of all kinds (G). || Licking my face but only because I ate. I locked my keys in my car. I
carried her most of the way. It is so dusty outside, and it is redder than I imagined. I ate the
head meat because I wanted to feel the inside of me. I called people late at night to hear a
voice that wasn’t on a podcast. I mailed all the packages and tried not to touch too many door
handles. I reach train tracks outside my “home” town where I only ever lived for four
crushing years. My body is a through-line, pulling a seam that tugs the fabric on both sides.
 

 It felt like ripping. 

From the crossroads of my doorstep

My eyes they start to fade

And I turn my head back to the room

Where my love and I have laid

An' I gaze back to the street

The sidewalk and the sign

And I'm one too many mornings

An' a thousand miles behind

It's a restless hungry feeling

That don't mean no one no good

When ev'rything I'm a-sayin'

You can say it just as good

You're right from your side

I'm right from mine

We're both just one too many mornings

An' a thousand miles behind (H)
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